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SCANDINAVIAN DOORS



Narvika 

Usability, simplicity and  rationality of Scandina-
vian style are re�ected in the compact forms of 
new collection NARVIKA from BELWOODDOORS. 

Charismatic character, stylish look and the 
possibility to charm from the �rst sight � all these 
features are included in each of the models from 
the collection. 

Domination of light colors of �nishing will make 
your interior look brighter and bigger. Also give 
any room a modern touch.

ALTA 
Ivory
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Door leaf is more resistant because of the 
wooden pine bars that allow keep the strength 
and structural rigidity of the door leaf. The doors 
are suitable for exploitation in rooms with 
passing ability.

Wooden bar filling *

Eco-friendly material with high density 
consisting of natural wood �bres.  Using such 
�lling provides sound- and thermal insulation 
comparing with the regular door leaves. 

Smart Core

NARVIKA COLLECTION FEATURES 

As an additional option on customers request doors 
can be equipped with concealed or plain bearing 
hinges of Italian production.

Made in Italy

Multipurpose milling for different 
types of hinges * 

Automatic drop-down doorsill provides additional 
sound and thermal insulation of the room. It 
prevents the occurrence of drafts. It is the best 
solution when the installation of a general threshold 
is  not possible for technical  reasons or is 
undesirable.

Automatic drop-down doorsill *

Rabbet Edge Doors*

Rabbet Edge Doors keep the warmth in rooms for a 
long time because there are no gaps between the 
door and door frame, the things that make hot air 
comes out. Rabbet Edge Doors keep away from dust 
intrusion and extraneous noise.

or

2 * as  an additional  option for customers request
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All door leaves from NARVIKA collection are 
produced with the thickness 44 mm,  it is more 
than 18-25 % thicker than standard o�ers in the 
market.   As a consequence, all  ser vice 
characteristics of the goods increase. 

Increasing the door thickness 



NARVIKA COLLECTION ADVANTAGES

2. Tempered safety glass
4 � and 6-millimeter tempered glass beside high 
mechanical strength is also safe. In case of 
damage, such glass shatters into small, smooth-
surfaced pellets, excluding the possibility of 
injury.

5. Paint-ready 

The door leaf grounded on production and 
prepared for creative experiments is a singular 
element of the line. The door painted in color of 
walls or covered with decorative plaster is the ideal 
decision for those who refuse habitual schemes at 
design  of  the  interior.

1. Accessories for unit 

A complete model comes with lock inside the 
door: the highest the 4th level of lock reliability 
(250 000 cycles of opening/closing, it was tested 
on the 60 kg door).

The quality doesn't know the compromises and the 
shine of painted surfaces has last forever. Painting 
door leaves in factory conditions guarantees not only 
the shine and uniformity painted layer, but also 
provides safety over time. New fashion color 
combinations for Your interior are guaranteed! 

4. Paint by RAL catalog  

The using of polyurethane enamel as �nishing 
provides a smooth coating with the highest 
rates on the wear resistance. Due to special 
formula it has high resistance to washing and 
fading.

Made in Italy

3. Italian high-resistant enamel 
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6. Scandinavian style and design 

It is special philosophy that is spread not only in 
Nordic countries but all over the world. Minimalism 
and aesthetics - are business card of the Scandina-
vian  style. 
The secret of  its success is  not only in its timeless 
aesthetics,  but  also in  its  accessibility. 



Solid wood pine frames in glassed 
door leaves

Silk-screen printing on the glass 

The door leaf width is 
600,700,800, 900 mm

Deeply textured 3D - wave-surface  is a distinctive 
feature of  Saana model. 
The steadiness of the construction for glassed door 
leaves is provided by its solid wood pine frames.
For Saana Vetro  we use tempered safety glass, the 
picture on the glass is made by silk-screen printing. 
Under the in�uence of high temperature paint 
becomes part of the glass, this helps to have the 
same 3D - wave deep texture of lines, makes the 
picture more resistant to external in�uences.

2 2 years manufacturer warranty

SAANA VETRO 
Chocolate/tempered glass 6 mm.
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SAANA



SAANA

SAANA
White

SAANA
Ivory

SAANA
Anthracite

SAANA
Cappuccino

SAANA
Blue

SAANA VETRO
White/tempered

glass 6 mm.

SAANA VETRO
Ivory/tempered 

glass 6 mm.

SAANA
Anthracite/White

SAANA VETRO
Cappuccino/tempered 

glass 6 mm.

SAANA
Chocolate/Ivory

SAANA VETRO
Chocolate/tempered 

glass 6 mm.
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SAANA
Red
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ARVIKA 
�����ARVIKA 

White

Automatic drop-down doorsill *

4� and 6- mm tempered safety  
glasses with sand-jet drawing.

The door leaf width is 
600,700,800, 900 mm

* as an additional option for customers request
 

Arvika model brings new and contemporary 
possibilities for Interior designs.  For Arvika Vetro 
we use tempered safety glass, it allows additional 
light and air to �ow to the room. Beautiful aesthetic 
look, strength and safety are the main advantages 
of such glass. In case of damage, such glass shatters 
into small, smooth-surfaced pellets, excluding the 
possibility of injury.

2 years manufacturer warranty
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ARVIKA



ARVIKA

ARVIKA
White

ARVIKA
Ivory

ARVIKA
Red

ARVIKA
Cappuccino

ARVIKA
Blue

ARVIKA
Anthracite

ARVIKA VETRO 202
White/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Ivory/tempered

glass 4 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Red/tempered
glass 4 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO 202
Cappuccino/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO 202
Blue/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Anthracite/tempered

glass 4 mm.
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AVESTA 
Blue (RAL 5005)

The door leaf width is 
600,700,800, 900 mm

Automatic drop-down doorsill *
- Smart Core
- Wooden bar �lling *

Rabbet edge doors*
 

Automatic drop-down doorsill *

* as an additional option for customers request

The traditional design of model AVESTA is 
combined with modern technical and aesthetic 
improvements. Telescopic door frame and 
architrave make installation process more easily, 
one can �x it without nails, also conceal wall 
unevenness. 
This model provides you with a free passage to any 
type of room. Due to the variety of door �lling, the 
choice of more optimum alternative for each 
project will be a simple matter, whether for room or 
administrative building.

2 years manufacturer warranty
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AVESTA



AVESTA

AVESTA
White

AVESTA
Ivory

AVESTA
Cappuccino

AVESTA
Anthracite

AVESTA
Red

AVESTA
Blue

ARVIKA VETRO 202
White/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Ivory/tempered

glass 4 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Red/tempered
glass 4 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO 202
Cappuccino/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO 202
Blue/tempered

glass 6 mm.

ARVIKA VETRO
Anthracite/tempered

glass 4 mm.

ARVIKA
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The door leaf width is 
600,700,800, 900 mm

Tempered safety  Crystal Glass 
(pic. 34)

Door moldings �Elit� *

The classic style includes more light forms, new 
colors. Symmetric, balanced, graceful and always 
fashionable. The model ALTA will look nice also in 
contemporary interiors. The using of polyurethane 
enamel as �nishing provides a smooth coating with 
the highest rates on the wear resistance. 
Perfect decorative architraves and cornice make 
this model more distinguished and elegant. Beside 
the stained-glass (pic. 39), the Crystal Glass (pic. 34) 
is also available for this model.  
The quality doesn't know the compromises, but it 
becomes multipurpose. 

2 years manufacturer warranty

ALTA VETRO 
White/ tempered glass pic. 34 «Matelux» white crystalized
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ALTA

* as an additional option for customers request
 



ALTA
White

ALTA
Ivory

ALTA
Red

ALTA
Cappuccino

ALTA
Blue

ALTA
Anthracite

ALTA VETRO
White/ glass

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 39 

ALTA VETRO
Ivory/ glass

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 34

ALTA VETRO
Red/ glass

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 34

ALTA VETRO
Cappuccino/ glass

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 39

ALTA VETRO
Blue/ glass

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 39

ALTA VETRO
Anthracite/ glass
«Matelux» white 

stained pic. 34

ALTA
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IRIDA 
White

The door leaf width is 
600,700,800, 900 mm

Paint by RAL catalog

Accessories for unit

2 years manufacturer warranty

The model IRIDA has softly rounded lines that 
resemble harmonious wave traveling. The using of 
polyurethane enamel as �nishing provides a 
smooth coating with the highest rates on the wear 
resistance. Due to special formula it has high 
resistance to washing and fading.
As an additional option for customers request the 
door leaves can be equipped with concealed or 
plain bearing hinges of Italian production.
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IRIDA



IRIDA

IRIDA
White

IRIDA
Ivory

IRIDA
Red

IRIDA
Cappuccino

IRIDA
Blue

IRIDA
Anthracite

IRIDA VETRO
White/glass 

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 41 

IRIDA VETRO
Ivory/glass 

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 41

IRIDA VETRO
Red/glass 

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 41

IRIDA VETRO
Cappuccino/glass 
«Matelux» white 

stained pic. 41

IRIDA VETRO
Blue/glass 

«Matelux» white 
stained pic. 41

IRIDA VETRO
Anthracite/glass 
«Matelux» white 

stained pic. 41
13
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Rabbet frame type 50 (quarter 49) Rabbet frame type 60 (quarter 49) telescope L-Casing Maximum 6

L-Casing Maximum 88 telescope

L-Casing “Telescope Palazzo”

Extension type 2Extension type 1/200 telescope

Cornice “Palazzo”Cornice “Enamel”

coating material 

MDF 

MDF 

enamel 

coating material 
enamel 

enamel 

MDF 

MDF 

solid wood pine 

enamel 

coating material MDF 

enamel 

coating material 

MDF 

enamel MDF 

MDF 

enamel 

MDF 

enamel 

coating material 

enamel 
coating material MDF 

enamel 
coating material MDF 

DOOR FRAME SPECIFICATIONS



“Standart” set with extension

“Premium” set with extension
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“Elit” set

“Palazzo” capital-socle
(p. 10)

2
0
0

44
104

Rabbet frame type 60 (quarter 49) telescope

L-Casing  Palazzo

L-Casing  Palazzo

Rabbet frame type 50 (quarter 49)

Extension type 2

L-Casing Maximum 6

L-Casing Maximum 6

Extension type 1/200 

Rabbet frame type 60 (quarter 49) telescope

L-Casing Maximum 88 telescope

L-Casing Maximum 88 telescope

DOOR FRAME SPECIFICATIONS



HANDLES

ARDEA
Matte nickelMatte nickel

Matte nickel Matte nickel

BLUES

JAZZ ETHNO

SWIVEL HANDLE BK 6 KM 
Matte nickel
 

SWIVEL HANDLE BK 6 KM 
Matte nickel
 

SWIVEL HANDLE BK 6 KM 
Matte nickel
 

SWIVEL HANDLE BK 6 RM 
Matte nickel
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SPECIAL OFFER FROM BELWOODDOORS

Made in Italy

Plain bearing hingesConcealed hinges      

THE SAME MILLING OF DOOR LEAF FOR CONCEALED HINGES AS WELL AS FOR PLAIN BEARING HINGES. 

MULTIPURPOSE MILLING
These hinges are universal: for left and right doors.  

MINIMUM FRICTION 

THE HINGE MOVEMENT IS FLUID AND PRECISE UNTIL 180°

MINIMUM HOLES

STRONGER BEARING CAPACITY

Strength of two hinges is 60 kilo. 

200 000 CYCLES OF OPENING/CLOSING

17

Depth of the space for the hinge in door frame  is 21 mm, it 
allows to install the hinge into the thin door frame, without 
damaging the L-casing. 

Smooth slipping between the bearing elements is provided by 
wear-resistant nylon sleeves. 
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Magnetic silent lock-latch AGB Mediana Polaris (Italy)
Concealed hinges OTLAV INVISACTA IN300120V702 (Italy)
Screw 3,5X35 
Screw 4X35 
Strike plate AGB Minima for Mediana Polaris (Italy)

Set №10 

Lock for cylinder magnetic silent lock-latch AGB Mediana Polaris (Italy)
Multipurpose screw 3,5X35 (if necessary)Set №10 Lock

Concealed hinges OTLAV INVISACTA IN300120V702 (Italy)
Screw 3,5X35 
Screw 4X35 
Strike plate AGB Minima for Mediana Polaris (Italy)
Amig 5912 girth rail 1401-150 (door catch), chrome

Set №12 

Plain Bearing hinge OTLAV CI3351450N034 (Italy)
Screw 3,5X35 
Screw 4X35 
Strike plate AGB Minima for Mediana Polaris (Italy)

Set №13 

Arranged in the door Arranged in the door frame 
package

Lock � 1pc Hinges � 2 pcs
Screw 3,5X35 - 4 pcs
Screw 4X35 - 8 pcs
Strike plate � 1 pc

Lock � 1 pc
Screw 3,5x35

Girth rail - 2 pcs Hinges � 4 pcs
Screw 3,5X35 - 8 pcs
Screw 4X35 - 16 pcs
Strike plate � 1 pc

Hinges � 4 pcs
Screw 3,5X35 - 8 pcs
Screw 4X35 - 16 pcs
Strike plate � 1 pc

HARDWARE



HARDWARE
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Girth rail Amig 5912 1401-150 (door catch), satin
Multipurpose hinge without milling into the door leaf 500 - 2 BB 100X2,5 PN 
(matte nickel)
Screw 3,5X35 
Strike plate P96WC-50CP, chrome

Arranged in the door Arranged in the door frame 
package

Hinges � 4 pcs
Screw 3,5X35 - 8 pcs
Screw 4X35 - 16 pcs
Strike plate � 1 pc

Set �15
Girth rail - 2 pcs

Automatic drop-down doorsill (Italy) - 1 pc
Set "Doorsill"

Set №14 

Lock � 1 pc Hinges � 2 pcs
Screw 3,5X35 - 4 pcs
Screw 4X35 - 8 pcs
Strike plate � 1 pc

Silent lock-latch retainer P96WC-50CP, chrome
Multipurpose hinge without milling into the door leaf 500 - 2 BB 100X2,5 PN 
(matte nickel)
Screw 3,5X35 
Screw 4X35 
Strike plate P96WC-50CP, chrome

Set №14  LOCK

Lock for cylinder silent P85C - 50CP, chrome
Screw 3,5X35 

Lock � 1 pc
Screw 3,5X35



AUTOMATIC DROP-DOWN DOORSILL*

THERMAL INSULATION
It keeps the warmth, also it doesn't let cold pass 
inside the room, decreasing heating costs. It 
protects against drafts.

PREVENTS FROM INSECTS

SOUND INSULATION
The sound insulation index of automatic drop-
down doorsill is till 43 decibel.

FIRE-SAFETY
It has smoke and �re-resistant features Ei30.
It prevents from insects.

HERMITICITY
It prevents from dust, smells and light.

BARRIER-FREE ENVIRONMENT
It doesn't imped during movements as it is �xed 
direct to door, not to �oor. This is important for 
hospitals, kindergartens and industrial areas.

RELIABLE MECHANISM
As opposed to stationary threshold it doesn't 
scratch. It is intended for 600 000 cycles of 
opening/closing.

SUITABLE FOR ANY FLOOR
Because of soft rubber , there is no need for 
absolutely �at �oor surface.

* as an additional option for customers request

Made in Italy

PORTFOLIO
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

It consists of door leaves, frames, extensions (if necessary), feigned planks 
and hinges. In this case, the door leaves could be by the same size or have 
di�erent width. As a rule, one of the folds is active; the other fold could be 
used as open or tightly closed.

DOUBLE SWING SYSTEM

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

The door leaf moves in a special built-in pencil case which is installed into 
the wall. Thus, the door is completely concealed in the wall clearing your 
space.

POCKET

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

Normal system allows open the door by moving it along the wall by special items. Rolling 
system and line mechanism with a limiter, intended for single doors on hinges, placed at the 
upper parts of the construction. 

NORMAL SYSTEM 

FOLDING SYSTEM 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:

For the mobility of construction, panels are �xed by hinges, and rollers are installed to the 
upper part of the door, they are moving smoothly along the guided line installing in the 
doorway. The doors are �xed (from right or left) by special fasteners. The lower part of the 
doorway is free. The guided lines are not used here. In order to keep folding doors in the 
open and closed position they are provided with a pair of stoppers.

Key feature of the Scandinavian style is the ability to make rooms where space is limited look harmoniously and e�ciently. We o�er a variety of solutions for small and large 
apartments where there is no possibility to use classic swing door because of design project.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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ARVIKA VETRO 202 
White/tempered glass 4 mm.
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ALTA 
Ivory
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* Painting in RAL colors 3020 (red) and RAL 5005 (blue) - by customers' request.  Any colors from the RAL table are available.

SAANA SAANA SAANA

Chocolate/Ivory Anthracite/White Chocolate

White Ivory Cappuccino

Anthracite Red Blue

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

SAANA
ARVIKA
AVESTA
ALTA
IRIDA

COLORS OPTIONS
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NARVIKA COLLECTION

Red
ARVIKA

SAANA  VETRO

White
SAANAARVIKA ALTA

White

Ivory 

White

AVESTA
Ivory

White
AVESTA

White
IRIDA

IRIDA  VETROALTA VETRO
Ivory Ivory

ARVIKA VETRO
Ivory

ARVIKA VETRO 202
Blue



SALES OFFICE IN MINSK:
ODO “Bellesizdelie”
Republic of Belarus
220075, Minsk, Promyshlennaya St. 10
Mob.: +375 29 620 02 19
Tel.:   +375 17 344 57 72
Tel.:   +375 17 346 22 48 

SALES OFFICE IN MOSCOW:
Ryabinovaya St. 47, building 13, office 315/1
Mob.: +7 964 62 85 623
Tel.:   +7 495 981 64 95  

WWW.BELWOODDOORS.COM

SALES OFFICE IN ASTANA:
Abaya St. 36 A 
Mob.: +7 777 034 66 29
Tel.:   +7 717 221 60 12  

SALES OFFICE IN KIEV:
Alma-Atinskaya St. 35 A
Mob.: +380 93 161 58 89

SALES OFFICE IN NEW YORK:
970 New Brunswick Ave
Rahway, NJ 07065
844-40-DOORS
718-709-5897
sales@eurodoorswholesale.com 
eurodoorswholesale.com
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